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By Jess Davis

Law360, Dallas (November 16, 2015, 8:19 PM ET) -- The Fifth Circuit declined Monday to give

the founder of Paul Mitchell hair products and Patron tequila another chance at avoiding a

purportedly unenforceable $123 million Moroccan judgment over a failed oil venture, denying

without comment two motions for rehearing.

Entrepreneur Paul DeJoria in October had told the Fifth Circuit that a panel decision — allowing

investor Mideast Fund for Morocco to collect on a $123 million judgment entered by a Morocco

court — set a worrisome standard that wrote the reciprocity requirement out of Texas’s foreign

judgment recognition statute. He was joined by the state of Texas, which on Nov. 4 filed an

amicus brief arguing under the Texas Recognition Act that DeJoria could successfully challenge

a ruling without having to demonstrate that fair proceedings would be impossible throughout the

entirety of the Moroccan judicial system.

On Monday, a panel led by U.S. Circuit Chief Judge Carl E. Stewart denied DeJoria’s motion for

rehearing. According to the order, none of the judges requested that the full Fifth Circuit be

polled, and DeJoria’s motion for rehearing en banc was also denied.

Geoffrey Harrison of Susman Godfrey LLP, who represents Mideast Fund for Morocco, said

Monday that the companies anticipate collecting the full judgment from DeJoria, plus interest

that bumps up the total to nearly $150 million.

“The panel got it exactly right, and DeJoria’s mischaracterization-ridden petitions for rehearing

failed to confront — and certainly failed to contradict — the panel’s reasoning, application of

precedent and holdings,” Harrison said. “DeJoria's strained attempt to manufacture some basis

for panel and en banc review of the Fifth Circuit's 3-0 decision stems from his misleadingly

selective citations and from turning an alarmingly blind eye to the substantial body of evidence

that prevents him from meeting his heavy burden of proof.”



Counsel for DeJoria did not immediately respond to requests for comment Monday.

On Sept. 30, a Fifth Circuit panel had reversed a trial court’s decision to throw out the Moroccan

judgment against DeJoria, rejecting arguments from DeJoria that Morocco’s judges are beholden

to the country’s King and that he was not given due process before judgment was entered. The

panel said that under the Texas Recognition Act, DeJoria had to meet a high burden of “showing

that the foreign judicial system as a whole is so lacking in impartial tribunals or procedures

compatible with due process so as to justify routine nonrecognition of the foreign judgments.”

DeJoria argued that the panel's decision set an absurdly high standard that ignores the possibility

of foreign judicial systems being subject to political pressure in sensitive disputes like his, even

if courts in a given country act fairly in an average commercial case.

DeJoria was a major investor in Skidmore Energy Inc., which was pursuing an oil exploration

deal in Morocco, according to the Fifth Circuit’s opinion. Skidmore formed a Moroccan entity,

now known as Maghreb Petroleum Exploration, and solicited investment from an entity now

known as Mideast Fund for Morocco for the project.

Though early predictions showed Morocco had substantial oil reserves, production did not live

up to expectations, and Mideast Fund for Morocco sued Skidmore, DeJoria and other officers in

Moroccan court alleging they had fraudulently induced the company to invest, according to the

panel.

A Moroccan court ruled against DeJoria and his business partner Michael Gustin, holding them

liable for $122.9 million. DeJoria then filed suit challenging domestic recognition of the

Moroccan judgment, contending he had been deprived of due process in the Morocco proceeding

and arguing Morocco did not have personal jurisdiction over him.

Maghreb Petroleum Exploration and Mideast Fund for Morocco are represented by Geoffrey

Harrison, Kenneth McNeil and John Lahad of Susman Godfrey LLP and Roger Townsend of



Alexander Dubose Jefferson & Townsend LLP.

DeJoria is represented by Brian Hurst, Eugenie Rogers, Nicholas Kennedy and Michael Pollard

of Baker & McKenzie LLP, Craig Enoch and Melissa Lorber of Enoch Kever PLLC, John

Carsey of Minton Burton Bassett & Collins, and Aaron Streett, Mark Little and Matthew

Schmitten of Baker Botts LLP.

The case is DeJoria v. Maghreb Petroleum Exploration SA et al., case number 14-51022, in the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
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